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I heard over this year the scripture that's very dear to my heart already. 2 Chronicles 
16:9, says, “The eyes of the Lord roam to and fro throughout the whole earth looking for 
those whose hearts are fully towards Him that He might show himself strong on their 
behalf.”  
 
I believe the Father is looking for divine partnership in 2024, and I know He's always 
looking for that, but there's a grace upon divine partnership in 2024 — both in heaven 
and in the earth. There were three areas… we could prophesy over the times, we could 
prophesy over the nation, over the world, those kind of things, but I want to speak to 
Bethel church for just a moment.  
 
What do I see uniquely for Bethel church? Well, one of the phrases that kept coming in 
my spirit for over a month now concerning you is unprecedented harvest — 
unprecedented harvest. That is evangelism; that is a harvest of souls. I was saved 
during the Jesus Movement in the late 70s or the mid 70s, the kind of tail-end of the 
Jesus Movement. I want you to know that during that time, evangelism was in the 
atmosphere. It wasn't even something you had to do; it was just something that was part 
of the culture. It was part of the life. In 1994, when the Toronto Revival was kind of 
sweeping the earth, I was in a church that was part of that and you didn't have to 
contend for the glory or the presence — it was in the atmosphere. It's like it was raining 
and all we had to do was stand there and get wet. That's the kind of grace that I saw 
upon evangelism in 2024, specifically for Bethel. It might be bigger than that, but is 
specifically for the house. So, this is the time to throw your net on the other side. This is 
the time to not grow weary, even in those places where you have fished all night and 
not caught anything because the Lord's grace is upon a season of unprecedented 
harvest. 
 
Secondly, I saw the Lord partnering with people in the gift of working of miracles. I know 
that this house already has a reputation for healing, and we're doing our best to live up 
to that reputation right, but I saw the Lord adding to it a gift of working of miracles. What 
that means is that the Lord is going to… what I see happening is creative miracles 
coming upon people — a grace for creative miracles to happen. 
 
So healing is one expression that can happen out of creative miracles. These are the 
kind of miracles where you see arms grow back, limbs grow back, fingers grow back. All  
 



 
 
 
of a sudden, organs being restored within the body — those kind of things. I believe 
there were going to be some specialists that were raised up within this house that 
actually were a prototype for the restoration of the gift of creative miracles.  
 
Another aspect of creative miracles is actually define natural laws to release divine 
purpose, and multiplication miracles are a form of creative miracles. I saw a grace 
landing — grace landing isn't even the right words. I actually saw angels walking 
through the congregation and I believe throughout the next month, throughout the next 
30 days, angels are going to be walking frequently through this congregation looking for 
those whose hearts are fully towards Him. He's actually looking for people to grace 
these gifts upon to be prototyped.  
 
Austin has been called a prototype city and one of the ways that prototypes happen is 
through people that are just willing. I want to say when it comes to prophecy, do not let 
yourself be a victim of what people are saying, but partner with heaven to not just 
predict history, but to create it. The Lord is looking for those kind of partners that are not 
trying to read the signs of the times and then adapt to it. The Lord is looking for those 
who will partner with what is in the heart of the Father to see it released within the earth. 
 
So, I saw actually angels partnering with heaven to release gifts upon people that would 
be prototype gifts for the restoration of that gift within a larger body — within a larger 
community. So, there were gifts of creative miracles in healing and there were gifts of 
creative miracles in multiplication. And again, in the suspension of natural law, to 
release divine purpose. 
 
Then the final area that I saw was a gift of wisdom being released within this house. I've 
been contending for words of wisdom in this generation. I believe that the currency of 
our generation is truth — not just information, but truth. People are hungry for truth and 
they're hungry for truth expressed in the package of solutions. I saw the Lord dropping 
words of wisdom. There were literally blueprints being released; there were literally 
diagrams being released and formulas being released. And these angels, it's like they 
were walking around… in my day, newspaper carriers used to have these bags and 
they'd walk around and they'd throw the newspapers on people's doorsteps, and I saw 
angels with these bags and they were full of blueprints. They were full of inventions, 
they were full of prototypes, and again, they were just looking for that 2 Chronicles 16:9 
whose heart… whose heart is for redemption, whose heart is for reconciliation, whose 
heart is for hope, whose heart is for the greatness of God. And they were just 
generously throwing these, and the amazing thing about the word of wisdom to me is 
this: That you don't even have to have prior education or experience in one of these 
areas. The Lord just deposits divine wisdom upon you and you become a catalyst for 
prototype and reform. 
 
 



 
 
 
I'm going to stop there, but I feel like some of you, that already landed on you — like not 
only as true, but true for you personally. I'm going to pray over you real quick. I just want 
you to stand up if that landed on you with a weight — with a weight of heaven. If there 
was even a sense of a partnership with the angelic or with the heavenly reality, I will just 
say keep your eyes… I've heard Kris say this and it might even be in his word, but I've 
heard Kris saying this and I've heard Bethany preach this some: Keep your eyes on 
heaven's headlines. Fix your eyes upon Jesus; fix your eyes upon the author and the 
finisher and not what happens in the middle. Hallelujah!  
 
Father, I thank You that You are looking for partnership like never before in 2024. That 
for decades, You have established this city as a prototype city, and Bethel has been 
planted strategically to be part of that prototype. And Father, it is your desire to restore 
the kingdom and to restore its foundations, and we call forth the gifts that release the 
restoration of the Kingdom of God, in Jesus' name, and we thank You, God, for 
unprecedented harvest. Lord God, we thank You for unprecedented evangelism where 
it is in the very atmosphere.  
 
May something catalytic come from this place that releases a spirit of harvest, even the 
way that California, at Berkeley, and Southern California were used as a seat of revival 
for the harvest in the former rains, Lord. Let it come now in the latter rain. And Father, 
we thank You for the gift of working of miracles. Father, we thank you that we will see 
not only healings, but things that cannot be explained, things that cannot even be 
argued, things that cause people to have to have faith in the Lord. 
 
We thank you for multiplication miracles, and Father, finally, we thank You for the word 
of wisdom that You are releasing. That Father, even those of us, we don't have 
knowledge in a lot of areas, we don't have experience in a lot of areas, but Father, Your 
grace comes upon us and makes us look like a genius in that moment. Lord, not for 
ourselves, but Lord, for the glory of Your name and Your kingdom. We receive it as a 
people and a house, in Jesus’ name. Amen, amen! God bless you.   
 


